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Message from the Guest Editors

This Special Issue aims to attract relevant high-quality
research articles on the design, construction, and
maintenance processes of inclusive smart cities, or smart
cities for all, using technologies that are friendly to all city
dwellers, especially those that are vulnerable, regardless of
their age, gender, ethnicity, education, wealth, and social
status. The scope of potential submissions can be on the
micro, mezzo, and macro levels of smart cities. The topics
of interest for this Special Issue include but are not limited
to the following:

 
15-minute city; adaptability;
augmented urban spaces; age-friendly city;
automation; availability;
e-governance; floating city;
inclusive smart city; low-cost smart city;
open data governance; slum regeneration;
smart urban mobility; smart urbanism;
smart waste management; smart village;
standardization of smart city; sustainable city;
urban accessibility; urban digital twins;
urban energy harvesting; urban engineering;
urban farming; urban manufacturing;
urban resilience; urban robotics;
vertical city; vertical urbanism.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Smart Cities provides an advanced forum for the
dissemination of information on the science and
technology of smart cities. It publishes reviews, regular
research papers (articles) and communications in all areas
of research concerning smart cities. Our aim is to
encourage scientists to publish their experimental and
theoretical results in as much detail as possible. There is no
restriction on the length of the papers so that the full
experimental results can be reproduced. Manuscripts
regarding research proposals and research ideas are
particularly welcome.
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